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ABSTRACT
Directed axonal growth depends on correct coordination of the actin
and microtubule cytoskeleton in the growth cone. However, despite
the relatively large number of proteins implicated in actin−microtubule
crosstalk, the mechanisms whereby actin polymerization is coupled
tomicrotubule stabilization and advancement in the peripheral growth
cone remained largely unclear. Here, we identified the formin
Dishevelled-associated activator of morphogenesis (DAAM) as a
novel factor playing a role in concerted regulation of actin and
microtubule remodeling inDrosophilamelanogaster primary neurons.
In vitro, DAAM binds to F-actin as well as to microtubules and has the
ability to crosslink the two filament systems. Accordingly, DAAM
associates with the neuronal cytoskeleton, and a significant fraction
of DAAM accumulates at places where the actin filaments overlap
with that of microtubules. Loss of DAAM affects growth cone and
microtubule morphology, and several aspects of microtubule
dynamics; and biochemical and cellular assays revealed a
microtubule stabilization activity and binding to the microtubule tip
protein EB1. Together, these data suggest that, besides operating as
an actin assembly factor, DAAM is involved in linking actin remodeling
in filopodia to microtubule stabilization during axonal growth.
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INTRODUCTION
Directional movement of axons, governed by their distally located
growth cones, is elicited by coordinated changes of peripheral
F-actin (filamentous-actin) and central microtubule networks (Dent
and Gertler, 2003; Lowery and Van Vactor, 2009). F-actin in growth
cone periphery is localized to two main structures, filopodia and
lamellipodia. Splayed microtubules emanating from the central
axonal microtubule bundles dynamically invade and scan the
F-actin-rich periphery, often reaching deep into filopodia (Dent and
Gertler, 2003; Lowery and Van Vactor, 2009). Filopodial F-actin
bundles can act as guides for these dynamic microtubules, and it is
thought that this actin-microtubule crosstalk followed by
microtubule and filopodia stabilization is a key step of growth
cone advance. Most proteins that have so far been linked to the
molecular mechanisms of interaction between actin and
microtubules belong to the microtubule plus-end tracking proteins
(+TIPs), such as CLASP, CLIP-170 (also known as CLIP1), APC,
EB1 and EB3 (also known as MAPRE1 and MAPRE3,
respectively), LIS1 (also known as PAFAH1B1) and the
spectraplakin ACF7 (also known as MACF1) (recently reviewed
in Bearce et al., 2015; Cammarata et al., 2016; Coles and Bradke,
2015). Although the role of these proteins in growth cone guidance
is supported by genetic, biochemical and advanced microscopic
assays, these large proteins operate in complex interaction networks
posing a great challenge for dissecting how they precisely function.
Beyond the classic +TIPs, the number of proteins that may couple
microtubules to F-actin dynamics at plus-ends is still expanding
(Coles and Bradke, 2015; Jiang et al., 2012). For example, recent
work identified members of the formin family as regulators of
crosstalk between actin and microtubules in non-neuronal cells
(Bartolini et al., 2008; Chesarone et al., 2010; Gaillard et al., 2011;
Rosales-Nieves et al., 2006; Young and Copeland, 2010). Formins
are well-characterized actin assembly factors that promote the
formation of unbranched actin cables by facilitating their nucleation
and elongation (Chesarone et al., 2010; Schönichen and Geyer,
2010). These multidomain proteins contain two highly conserved
signature domains, the formin homology 1 and 2 (FH1 and FH2,
respectively) domains. The dimeric FH2 nucleates actin filaments
and supports elongation by remaining attached to their barbed ends
(Higashida et al., 2004; Kovar and Pollard, 2004; Watanabe and
Higashida, 2004), whereas the proline-rich FH1 domain accelerates
elongation by recruiting profilin-bound actin monomers (Li and
Higgs, 2003; Sagot et al., 2002). Some formins contain several other
conserved regions including the N-terminally localized GTPase-
binding domain (GBD), diaphanous inhibitory domain (DID),
dimerization domain (DD), Coiled-coil region (CC) and the C-
terminal diaphanous auto-regulatory domain (DAD) (Alberts, 2001;
Chesarone et al., 2010; Li and Higgs, 2003; Otomo et al., 2005;
Rose et al., 2005). These domains are involved in the spatial and
temporal regulation of the actin assembly activity provided by the
FH2 domain (Chesarone et al., 2010). In addition, it has also been
shown that a number of formins influence microtubule (MT)
stability and organization (Bartolini and Gundersen, 2010).
Consistently, many formins are able to bind to MTs in vitro
through their actin-binding FH2 domain and in some cases with
their C-terminal region (Bartolini et al., 2008; Chesarone et al.,
2010; Gaillard et al., 2011; Roth-Johnson et al., 2014; Young et al.,
2008; Zhou et al., 2006). The presence of both an actin- and a
microtubule-binding domain might allow these proteins to crosslink
the cytoskeletal components directly, such as Cappuccino does
in vitro− and presumably in vivo− inDrosophila oocytes (Rosales-
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direct binding, the Diaphanous-related formins (DRFs) mDia1,
mDia2 and mDia3 appear to stabilize MTs in fibroblast cells by
binding +TIP through EB1, CLIP-170 or APC (Cheng et al., 2011;
Lewkowicz et al., 2008; Wen et al., 2004). Interestingly, mDia2
is able to stabilize MTs and bind to +TIPs independently of its
actin nucleation activity (Bartolini et al., 2008). Finally, recent
work revealed that CLIP-170 binds tightly to mDia1 to increase the
rate of actin polymerization from MT plus-ends (Henty-Ridilla
et al., 2016). Despite these advances, the in vivo contribution of
formins to MT and F-actin interactions in axonal growth cones
remained elusive.
In this paper, we characterize the role of the formin family protein
Dishevelled-associated activator of morphogenesis (DAAM) in
concerted regulation of actin and MT remodeling within axons of
Drosophila neurons. We show that Drosophila DAAM partially
colocalizes with both main cytoskeletal systems in neurons,
and it is able to crosslink actin filaments with MTs in vitro.
DAAM stabilizes MTs against cold- or nocodazole-induced
depolymerization, and the absence of DAAM impairs neuronal MT
organization and dynamics. Although DAAM has the ability to bind
MTs directly, it also binds to the MT plus-end tracking protein EB1,
and often localizes toMT plus-tips. This suggests that, similarly to the
process in migrating cells, a formin-/+TIP-dependent mechanism is
crucial to govern actin and MT coordination in growing axons.
RESULTS
DAAM localizes to axonal microtubule bundles and
physically interacts with microtubules
Previously, we have shown that DAAM plays an essential role in the
differentiation of the embryonic nervous system (Matusek et al.,
2008) and the adult brain (Gombos et al., 2015). In vitro and in vivo
studies revealed that DAAM behaves as a bona fide formin, and it is
required for filopodia formation (Barko et al., 2010; Matusek et al.,
2008) like its vertebrate ortholog Daam1 (Jaiswal et al., 2013a).
Furthermore, the observed cellular phenotypes, i.e. reduced number
of filopodia and reduced length coincide with DAAM accumulation
along the shaft and on the tip of filopodia (Gonçalves-Pimentel
et al., 2011; Jaiswal et al., 2013a; Matusek et al., 2008). Although
formins are primarily considered as actin assembly machineries,
numerous studies have demonstrated that some formins are able to
interact with MTs either directly or indirectly (Bartolini and
Gundersen, 2010; Bartolini et al., 2008; Dahlgaard et al., 2007;
Gaillard et al., 2011; Gasteier et al., 2005; Rosales-Nieves et al.,
2006; Roth-Johnson et al., 2014; Shaye and Greenwald, 2015).
Since the highly conserved FH2 was identified as the main MT-
interacting domain in DRFs, it is reasonable to assume that DAAM
is also able to interact with MTs. Therefore, to further elaborate on
the functions of DAAM, we reassessed its sub-cellular localization
by performing immunostaining of endogenous DAAM in cultured
primary neurons. We found that, although DAAM primarily
localizes to F-actin-rich structures, i.e. to filopodia, lamellipodia
and cortical actin (Fig. S1A-D,I,I′; Movie 1), a significant
fraction of DAAM accumulated in punctae along the axonal MTs
(Fig. 1A-D, Fig. S1E-H). To estimate the sub-cellular distribution of
DAAM, we quantified the protein-protein proximity index (PPI)
(Wu et al., 2010; Zinchuk et al., 2011) between DAAM and actin,
and DAAM and tubulin, respectively. The analysis revealed that
∼47% (PPI: 0.47±0.05) of DAAM is associated with the actin
cytoskeleton. Surprisingly, however, another ∼37% (PPI: 0.37±
0.05) exhibited an overlap with MTs (Fig. 1E). Most notably, we
detected frequent DAAM accumulation on axonal MT ends
(36±14%) (Fig. 1F). These observations were further verified
with a second, independently created DAAM antibody (Fig. S3G),
leading to very similar results (Fig. S1E-H). Thus, besides actin,
DAAM is often localized to MTs in axonal growth cones pointing
towards MT-related functions.
To begin to address whether DAAM interacts with MTs, GST-
tagged DAAM fragments were purified and, subsequently, used in
MT co-sedimentation and GST pull-down assays to test for direct
interaction (Fig. 1G,H and Fig. S2A-E). Both assays indicated that,
unlike the purified GST protein used as negative control, a DAAM
fragment comprising the FH1 and FH2 domains was able to bind to
taxol-stabilizedMTs, whereas mutation of the conserved amino acid
isoleucine (I732A) that plays a crucial role in actin interaction did
not affect interaction between GST::FH1FH2 and MTs. In addition
to the FH2 domain, the C-terminal region of some formins was also
shown to contribute to MT binding (Gaillard et al., 2011; Roth-
Johnson et al., 2014; Young et al., 2008); thus, we also investigated
the effect of the C-terminal region of DAAM. It appeared that the
DAD domain alone did not bind to MTs but that the C-terminal tail
(CT) region has MT-binding capability. It has been shown that MT
binding through the tail region of different formins is mediated by
ionic interactions between basic amino acids of the tail domain
and the acidic MT surface (Gaillard et al., 2011; Roth-Johnson
et al., 2014). The CT domain of DAAM is also basic with a pI
of 11.6. and, in line with previous data, a mutant CT fragment
(GST::DAD-CTR-A) in which the basic amino acids had been
changed to alanines was not able to bind to taxol-stabilized MTs.
In addition to direct MT binding, several formins were shown to
associate with MTs through +TIP binding. Consistent with its MT
plus-end localization (Fig. 1F), DAAMwas co-immunoprecipitated
with EB1 (an abundant +TIP in this system) from lysates of S2 cells
transfected with 3×FLAG-tagged constitutively active DAAM
lacking the DAD domain (Fig. 1I). Collectively, these studies
indicate that Drosophila DAAM, similarly to other formins, has the
ability to physically interact with MTs via its FH2 as well as CT
domains. Besides direct interaction, DAAM co-purifies with EB1
suggesting an alternative mode of MT binding, presumably
restricted to MT plus-ends.
DAAM regulates the length and organization of axonal
microtubule bundles
The sub-cellular localization and the in vitro assays suggest that
DAAM plays a role in the regulation of MT organization during axon
growth. Therefore, we next asked how loss of DAAM affects MT
morphology in primary neurons. Since the maternalDAAM product is
present in the embryos (Matusek et al., 2006), we generated primary
neuronal cultures from DAAMmat/zyg mutant embryos (Matusek et al.,
2008) in which maternal and zygotic DAAM functions are both
impaired. Previously,we have demonstrated that these neurons are able
to develop axons similar to thewild-type control neurons, although the
number and length of growth cone filopodia are significantly
decreased (Matusek et al., 2008). In this present study we measured
the length of the axonalMT bundles after tubulin staining by using the
semi-automatic NeuronJ plugin (Meijering et al., 2004) and revealed
that axonal MT bundles and, consequently, axons are significantly
(P=0.016) shorter in theDAAMmat/zygmutant neurons (9.67±0.75 µm,
n=152) as compared to wild-type controls (16.36±2.2 µm, n=235)
(Fig. 2A-B′ and F). Moreover, we also studied MT morphology
(Fig. 2E and G), and noticed that, inDAAMmat/zygmutant neurons, the
frequency of looped and spreadMTs is decreased, while the frequency
of bundled MTs is increased significantly (P=0.0286) (Fig. 2G).
To further elaborate on the role of DAAM, we overexpressed an
activated form of DAAM (CDAAM) that lacks its N-terminal
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regions including the DID domain − which is crucial for
autoinhibition (Liu et al., 2008; Li and Higgs, 2005) − by using
the pan-neuronal elav-Gal4 driver. Similarly toDAAMmat/zygmutant
neurons, the axonal MT bundles were shorter (P=0.0011) in
CDAAM−expressing cells (14.88±0.21 µm, n=178) as compared to
controls (21.51±1.15 µm, n=182) (Fig. 2C-D′ and F). In contrast to
DAAMmat/zyg neurons, the frequency of looped and spread MTs
increased, while the frequency of bundled MTs decreased in
CDAAM-expressing cells (Fig. 2G). Thus, the loss- and gain-of-
function studies both indicate a role in the regulation of axonal
microtubule length and organization.
DAAM regulates axonal microtubule dynamics
As deviations in the organization of axonal MTs are often linked
to impairedMT dynamics, we next sought to examineMT dynamics
in vivo, in the absence of DAAM. Microtubule dynamics were
Fig. 1. Axonal localization and physical interaction of DAAM with microtubules. (A-D) Growth cone of a primary neuron (6 HIV), labeled against F-actin,
tubulin and DAAM. Asterisk marks filopodial DAAM localization. Arrows point to DAAM puncta localized at the end of microtubules. Arrowheads show DAAM
localization along the MT bundles. (E) Scatterplots show the protein-protein proximity index measured between DAAM and F-actin, and DAAM and tubulin.
Gray dots represent values measured on individual cells (DAAM-Actin, 0.46±0.14, mean±s.d. n=40; DAAM-Tubulin, 0.38±0.15, mean±s.d. n=40). Black dots
represent the median of the independent experiments with their median. (F) Bar diagram shows the frequency of microtubule end localization of DAAM (36.18%±
13.57%, mean±s.d.; measured on 100 MT ends from three independent experiments). (G) Domain structure of full-length DAAM and DAAM fragments used
in this study. (H) MT co-sedimentation assay shows that MTs physically interact with the FH1FH2 fragment of dDAAM. (I) Co-immunoprecipitation shows
that ΔDAD-DAAM::3×FLAG co-precipitates specifically with EB1 from S2 cell lysates.
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quantified by using ImageJ’s TrackMate plugin (Tinevez et al.,
2017), following live acquisition of high-resolution images of
neurons at 6−9 hours in vitro (HIV) expressing EB1::GFP, a marker
of MT plus-ends (Morrison et al., 2002; Stepanova et al., 2003)
(Fig. 3A,B and Fig. S3H). Time-lapse recordings were
deconvolved and pre-filtered with a custom-made difference of
Gaussian filter to enhance the signal of interest and to exclude false
positive hits (Fig. S3A-B″; Movie 2). The analyses of EB1::GFP
track velocity in wild-type neurons revealed that MTs tend to slow
down upon entering the growth cones, showing a slight but
consistent growth velocity difference between the growth cone
(6.54 µm×min−1) and the axonal shaft MTs (8.12 µm×min−1)
(Fig. 3C). For this reason, in the following studies, MT dynamics
in growth cones and axonal shafts were analyzed separately.
Because EB1 is known to promote MT growth by preventing MT
catastrophes (Komarova et al., 2009), as a further control, we
compared MT growth velocity in cultured neurons expressing
either EB1::GFP or Jupiter::GFP (another widely used marker of
microtubule dynamics) (Karpova et al., 2006). We measured the
dynamic instability parameters of individual MTs in the growth
cone and found no significant differences between EB1::GFP- or
Jupiter::GFP-(6.47±1.5, n=8) expressing neurons (Fig. S3C-F)
and, hence, used EB1::GFP to monitor MT dynamics in all our
subsequent studies.
First, we compared microtubule growth velocities in control and
DAAMmat/zyg mutant neurons. We found that the median growth
velocity measured inDAAMmat/zygmutant neurons was∼91% higher
in the growth cones and ∼80% higher in the axon shaft compared to
the controls (P<0.0001 for both) (Fig. 3D; Movie 3). Parallel to that,
lifetime measurements of growth coneMTs by utilizing the Kaplan–
Meier estimator, revealed a reduction in MT lifetime of the mutant
neurons (P<0.0001) (Fig. 3E). The presence of DAAM seems to
reduce MT growth rate and enhance lifetime by decreasing
catastrophe frequency. Thus, these experiments showed that DAAM
affectsMT dynamics in neurites, which is likely to be the cause of the
altered MT organization phenotypes observed previously. In line
with former observations by Bartolini et al. (2008) for mDia2, it
appears that increased MT dynamics is paralleled with reduced
lifetime, which would be consistent with a role in MT stabilization.
DAAM is involved in retrograde translocation ofmicrotubules
in growth cone filopodia
To better understand the mechanisms of how DAAM affects MT
dynamics, we focused our attention on the individual pioneer
Fig. 2. DAAM affects axonal microtubule length andmorphology. (A-D) Representative images of primary neurons (6 HIV) derived from wild type (white1118)
(A,A′), DAAMmat/zyg (see Materials and Methods) (B,B′), embryos expressing Elav-Gal4 (w;elav-Gal4/+) (C,C′) or embryos expressing CDAAM (w;elav-Gal4,
UAS-CDAAM/+) (D,D′). (E) Examples of growth cone microtubules classified as being bundled, looped or spread. (F) Scatterplots show the length of the
axonal microtubules of primary neurons. Gray dots represent values measured on individual cells (wild type: 15.42 µm, n=235; DAAMmat/zyg: 9.61 µm, n=152;
Elav-Gal4: 20.3 µm, n=182; CDAAM: 13.8 µm, n=178; median with interquartile range). Black dots represent the median of the independent experiments
with their median. (G) Boxplots show the frequency of axonal microtubule morphology classes. Unpaired t-tests were used for statistical analysis.
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microtubules that extend into the growth cone periphery. Pioneer
microtubules are of particular importance since their entry into
filopodia and their subsequent stabilization is essential prior to
growth cone turning (Buck and Zheng, 2002) and axon branching
(Dent and Kalil, 2001). Expression of EB1::GFP is a suitable
method to follow the plus-end of these MTs (Fig. 4A) as, in most
cases, it is obvious when they enter filopodia and subsequently
disappear at some point along their length, presumably because the
MT has either stopped growing or got depolymerized. To follow
pioneer MT growth, we recorded kymographs along the axis of
filopodia, then we calculated the directionality distributions of these
graphs to differentiate between anterograde displacement, pause and
retrograde translocation (Fig. 4B-C′,E-F′ and Fig. S3H-L). We
observed that the EB1::GFP signal frequently paused and/or moved
rearwards into the growth cone filopodia of wild-type cells (Fig. 4B,
B′). Given that EB1 decorates only the polymerizing end of MTs,
this suggests that these MTs undergo retrograde translocation
which is a commonly observed phenomenon in the growth
cone periphery (Schaefer et al., 2008). It is thought that MTs tend
to couple to the retrograde actin flow through transient interactions
and are transported back as they assemble (Marx et al., 2013)
(consistently, in our primary neurons the retrograde MT
translocation rate appears similar to that of retrograde actin flow,
∼5.3 µm×min−1). Therefore, the retrograde actin flow poses a
dynamic barrier to pioneer microtubules and removes them from the
growth cone periphery (Schaefer et al., 2002, 2008). Remarkably,
however, inDAAMmat/zygmutant neurons we rarely observed paused
or retrograde translocation of MTs into filopodia (Fig. 4C,C′). The
frequency of these events was significantly lower when compared to
control cells (P=0.02) (Fig. 4D-F′). Therefore, we conclude that, at
least in the pioneer MTs, the lack of DAAM reduces the retrograde
translocation rate of MTs that is consistent with the increased MT
growth velocity.
Direct versus indirect effects onmicrotubule dynamics upon
loss of DAAM
Since formins have originally been described as regulators of the
actin cytoskeleton, the question arises whether microtubule
Fig. 3. The effect of DAAM on axonal microtubule dynamics. (A) Representative image of a primary neuron expressing EB1::GFP (6 HIV) (time-lapse
projection). The axon and the growth cone are surrounded by dotted rectangles. (B) Time-lapse projection of recognized EB1::GFP tracks. The tracks are
color-coded according to their median velocity (from yellow to cyan, 0 µm×min−1–30 µm×min−1). (C) Scatterplots show significant velocity difference
between the axonal and growth cone EB1::GFP comets (growth cone: 6.54 µm×min−1, n=64; axon: 8.12 µm×min−1, n=60; median with interquartile range).
(D) Scatterplots show the median velocity of EB1::GFP tracks measured on primary neurons derived from EB1::GFP-expressing wild-type and DAAMmat/zyg
embryos. It is also compared to EB1::GFP-expressing wild-type neurons treated with latrunculin A (growth cone - wild type: 6.54 µm×min−1, n=64; DAAMmat/zyg:
12.53 µm×min−1, n=57; latrunculin A treated: 11.16 µm×min−1, n=18) (axon - wild type: 8.12 µm×min−1, n=60; DAAMmat/zyg: 14.64 µm×min−1, n=52; latrunculin
A treated: 13.85 µm×min−1, n=15; median with interquartile range). Dots represent the median velocity of the EB1::GFP tracks measured on individual cells.
Mann–Whitney test was used to compare the respective pairs. (E) Survival analysis was used to compare microtubule lifetime of wild-type and DAAMmat/zyg
neurons expressing EB1::GFP. Short tracks (below 3.6 s) were discarded from the analysis and the threshold is marked with a dotted line. The Mantel−Cox
test was used to compare the survival curves (white1118, n=219; DAAMmat/zyg, n=161).
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cytoskeleton-related phenotypes are direct effects of DAAM
absence or the consequence of an impaired actin cytoskeleton. To
elucidate the role of the actin cytoskeleton on MT dynamics, we
disturbed the actin cytoskeleton by applying latrunculin A, a drug
that sequesters G-actin and promotes depolymerization (Coué et al.,
1987; Yarmola et al., 2000). Primary neurons expressing Actin5C::
GFP treated with 200 nM latrunculin A showed signs of actin
cytoskeleton breakdown within the growth cone as early as 30−60 s
after treatment. This depolymerization plateaus after ∼5 min when
the stereotypic searching movements of filopodia completely
disappear (Fig. S4A-D; Movie 4). After establishing the F-actin
breakdown protocol, we applied the same conditions to primary
neurons expressing EB1::GFP and measured MT growth dynamics
during 5−20 min after treatment. We found that median growth
velocity is increased both in the axon shaft and the growth cone
region (Fig. 3D; Movie 5). Although this increase was similar to the
Fig. 4. The effect of DAAM on retrograde MT translocation. (A) The cartoon illustrates a growth cone filopodia invaded by a microtubule where the
growing plus-end is labeled with EB1::GFP. (B-C′) Representative kymographs demonstrate microtubule plus-end displacement along growth cone
filopodia in wild-type (B,B′) and DAAMmat/zyg (C,C′) neurons expressing EB1::GFP. Red arrowheads mark the point where microtubules stall or undergo
retrograde translocation. Dotted lines indicate where pioneer microtubules enter the growth cone filopodia. (D) Boxplot shows the frequency of microtubule
retrograde translocation in wild-type and DAAMmat/zyg neurons (white1118: 18.9±6.4, n=219; DAAMmat/zyg: 6.3±2.5, n=161; mean±s.d., from four independent
experiments). (E-F′) Summary of extracted kymographs from wild-type (E) and DAAMmat/zyg (F) neurons expressing EB1::GFP. (E′,F′) Histograms show the
summarized directionality distribution, measured on the extracted kymographs.
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one observed in DAAMmat/zyg neurons, we noticed the formation of
long, slender microtubule-containing protrusions, which was not
observed in DAAMmat/zyg neurons (Fig. S4E-I; Movie 5). These
results indicate that the F-actin network forms a barrier to MT
growth in axons − like the one already reported in growth cones
(Burnette et al., 2007; Forscher and Smith, 1988; Zhou and Cohan,
2004) − but seems to apply to the shaft as well. Although the latter
might imply the existence of an unexplored actin/MT crosstalk in
axonal shafts, we subsequently focused our studies on the peripheral
growth cone.
We reasoned that changes in MT dynamics upon loss of DAAM
might be the result of a slower actin retrograde flow or a change in
the coupling ofmicrotubules to the retrograde flow, or a combination
of these two effects. To begin to test these alternatives, we compared
the retrograde actin flow in filopodia of wild-type andDAAMmutant
neurons. First, we followed growth-cone motility by measuring
filopodial dynamics in neurons expressing Actin5C::GFP
(Movie 6). Live recordings (7−9 HIV) revealed that the Actin5C::
GFP signal was slightly fainter inDAAMmat/zyg neurons as compared
to wild-type neurons and, in accordance with previous findings
(Matusek et al., 2008), filopodia number and length were reduced
(Fig. 5B,C). To quantify the dynamic properties of growth cone
filopodia, we recorded kymographs along the axis of the filopodia
and calculated their extension and retraction velocity based on their
tip displacement as a function of time. The mean extension
velocity was elevated by 28% (not significant), whereas the mean
retraction rate decreased by 33% (P=0.0096) in the DAAMmat/zyg
mutant neurons as compared to wild type (Fig. 5E,F). Moreover,
by analyzing the fluorescent speckle pattern (Waterman-Storer
and Salmon, 1998) (Fig. 5D,D′) of the Actin5C::GFP signal, we
determined that the mean velocities of the retrograde actin flow
remained constant when the filopodia extended or retracted
(Bornschlogl et al., 2013). The kymographs also revealed that the
rate of the retrograde flow highly correlates with the retraction rate of
the filopodia, both in wild-type and DAAMmat/zyg neurons.
Consistent with the reduced filopodia retraction rate, retrograde
flow is decreased by 37.5% (not significant) inDAAMmat/zyg neurons
(Fig. 5G). Since extension and retraction rates of the growth cone
filopodia depend on the retrograde flow and the growth rate of the
filopodial F-actin bundle, i.e. the polymerization rate of newly
incorporated actin at the filopodial tip, we could calculate the plus-
end dynamics of the actin filaments during filopodia extension and
retraction (Fig. 5A,H). We found that, during filopodia extension,
the plus-end growth of actin filaments exceeds the retrograde flow,
and that this rate is 20% faster (not significant) in DAAMmat/zyg
neurons as compared to wild type (Fig. 5I). In most filopodia the
plus-end of the actin filament appears to be stalled during retraction
both in wild-type and DAAMmat/zyg neurons (Fig. 5J); therefore, the
retraction completely depends on the retrograde flow.
In summary, we revealed that, although the actin-depolymerizing
drug latrunculin A had effects on MT growth dynamics that are
similar to the lack of DAAM, it also induced the formation of long,
filopodia-like protrusions that have never been observed in DAAM
mutant neurons and, henceforth, these effects are clearly not
identical. Moreover, we found that the absence of DAAM has a very
weak effect on the retrograde actin flow, whereas the retrograde MT
translocation frequency exhibits a considerable reduction in the
mutant neurons. Therefore, these data suggest that the effect of
DAAM on MT dynamics is unlikely to be an indirect (or largely
indirect) effect due to altered actin dynamics (i.e. reduced retrograde
actin flow); instead, they might indicate a failure in the correct
coordination of actin and MT dynamics.
DAAM stabilizes microtubules in vitro and in vivo
Consistent with findings for some other members of the formin
protein family (Bartolini et al., 2008; Chesarone et al., 2010;
Gaillard et al., 2011), DAAM appears to promote MT stabilization
in primary neurons as suggested by our MT dynamics studies. To
test this hypothesis more directly, we examined whether DAAM
protects against MT destabilization under two different conditions.
First, anMT co-sedimentation assay was used to measure the effect of
cold treatment on preassembled MTs in the presence or absence of
purified GST::FH1FH2 protein. According to our expectation, MTs
were protected against cold-induced depolymerization in the presence
of FH1FH2, indicated by elevated tubulin levels in the pellet (Fig. 6D,
E). Second, as a parallel approach, we asked how loss of DAAM
affectsMT stability. To this end, we inducedMT depolymerization by
treating DAAMmat/zyg and control (derived from white1118 embryos)
primary neuronal cultures with nocodazole. Control cells treated with
nocodazole exhibited only a few areas along the axon which were
devoid of microtubules (Fig. 6A-A′ and C). In contrast, nocodazole-
treated DAAMmat/zyg primary neurons had a twofold increase in the
number of breaks along axonal microtubules (Fig. 6B-B′ and C). In
conclusion, DAAM behaves as a potent MT-stabilizing factor in
two diverse assays, and its N-terminally truncated FH1FH2 form
already seems sufficient to stabilize MTs, at least under in vitro
conditions.
DAAM mediates the alignment of microtubules and actin
filaments
To test the possibility of DAAM-mediated coupling of MTs and
F-actin, we performed in vitro low-speed sedimentation experiments
adapted from Elie et al., 2015 (Fig. 7A-C). Phalloidin-stabilized
F-actin and/or taxol-stabilized MTs were centrifuged onto a sucrose
cushion in the absence or presence of DAAM constructs. This
strategy ensures that individual polymers (F-actin orMT) and F-actin
bundles assembled by DAAM remain in the supernatant, as only
larger polymer complexes deposit as sediment and appear in the
pellet (Elie et al., 2015). Accordingly, in the presence of GST::
CDAAMMTswere detected in the pellet, whereas in the presence of
both F-actin and MTs a fraction of F-actin co-sedimented with
microtubules in the GST::CDAAM-containing samples (Fig. 7C).
Intrinsic to our experimental conditions, F-actin can only appear in
the pellet when it is physically linked to MTs; therefore, these
observations imply a simultaneous interaction of CDAAM and the
two polymer systems. In contrast to CDAAM, actin or MT polymers
did not sediment in the presence of GST::FH1-FH2 or the C-terminal
DAD-CT, DAD or DAD-CTR−A constructs (Fig. 7C and Fig. S4J),
suggesting that the FH2 and the CT regions are both required for
F-actin and MT crosslinking, yet neither is sufficient alone.
To further test the F-actin/MT coordinating ability of DAAM,
total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM) was
carried out with fluorescently labeled F-actin (labeled with Alexa-
Fluor-568NHS) and MTs (labeled with HiLyte Fluor™ 488)
(Fig. 7D-F‴). The F-actin area colocalizing with MTs, as well as
the MT area colocalizing with F-actin was quantified (Elie et al.,
2015) (Fig. 7G,H). In control samples lacking DAAM, ∼13% of
F-actin andMTs appeared to be co-aligned (n=19) (Fig. 7D-D‴), and
the presence of GST::FH1-FH2 did not change this percentage
(n=18) (Fig. 7F-F‴). By contrast, GST::CDAAM increased the
fraction of co-aligned polymers to ∼40% (n=22) (Fig. 7E-E‴),
corroborating that DAAM promotes actin and MT co-alignment. In
agreement with this, our actin/microtubule/DAAM colocalization
studies revealed that ∼22% (PPI: 0.224±0.04) of DAAM is
associated with both the actin and MT cytoskeletons (Fig. 8A-D),
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Fig. 5. Effect of DAAM on axonal filopodia and actin dynamics. (A) A drawing to illustrate filopodia dynamics (extension and retraction) and the
underlying actin dynamics (actin polymerization, retrograde flow). (B,C) Axons of Actin5C::GFP expressing (B) wild type and (C) DAAMmat/zyg neurons (6 HIV).
Growth cones are indicated by a dotted red circle. (D) Filopodia with unevenly incorporated Actin5C::GFP; scale bar: 200 nm. (D′) Kymograph revealing
the actin retrograde flow meanwhile the filopodia extends and retracts. (E-G) Scatterplots show filopodia extension (wild type: 5.28 µm×min−1, n=134; DAAMmat/
zyg: 6.75 µm×min−1, n=64), retraction (wild type: 6.82 µm×min−1, n=91;DAAMmat/zyg: 3.38 µm×min−1, n=117) and actin retrograde flow (wild type: 5.64 µm×min−1,
n=114; DAAMmat/zyg: 2.93 µm×min−1, n=97) rates measured in wild-type and DAAMmat/zyg neurons expressing Actin5C::GFP. Gray dots represent the values
of individual events. Black dots represent the median of independent experiments. Mann–Whitney test was applied for statistical analysis. (H) Scheme of a
hypothetical kymograph recorded along filopodia depicted on panel A. (I,J) Scatterplots show actin plus-end dynamics during filopodia extension (wild type:
5.28 µm×min−1, n=134; DAAMmat/zyg: 6.75 µm×min−1, n=64) and retraction rates (wild type: 6.82 µm×min−1, n=91; DAAMmat/zyg: 3.38 µm×min−1, n=117)
measured in wild-type and DAAMmat/zyg neurons expressing Actin5C::GFP. Gray dots represent the values of individual events calculated based on the actin
retrograde flow and filopodia extension and retraction rates.
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whichmeans that themajority ofMT-associatedDAAM(∼37%) also
colocalizes to the actin cytoskeleton. The capacity of DAAM to
simultaneously bind the two cytoskeletal systems in vitro together
with its axonal localization along the overlapping regions, strongly
suggest that DAAM is involved in the coordination of the actin and
MT cytoskeleton.
DISCUSSION
Proper coordination of the actin and microtubule cytoskeleton is
thought to be key to growth cone advance, yet the molecular
mechanisms of actin-MT crosstalk during axonal growth remained
largely elusive. Here, we report our findings, suggesting that the
formin family protein DAAM is an important factor of actin-
microtubule coordination in neuronal growth cones. Formins are
extensively characterized for their ability to interact with G-actin and
promote their assembly into F-actin (Higashida et al., 2004; Kovar
and Pollard, 2004; Watanabe and Higashida, 2004). These studies
established that the FH2 domain binds actin strongly, whereas some
formins contain an additional, albeit much weaker actin-binding
motif in their DAD-CT region (Gould et al., 2011; Vizcarra et al.,
2014). In accordance with recent findings for other formins, we
found that, besides actin binding (Barko et al., 2010), the FH2
domain of DAAM is also able to interact with MTs. Moreover, we
showed that the positively charged CT region but not the DAD
domain is also capable of MT binding. Considering the dimeric
nature of the formin proteins, the full-length DAAMprotein contains
multiple actin- and MT-binding sites. However, how these
interacting elements act in a concerted fashion is still elusive. The
CDAAM fragment that contains all the mapped cytoskeleton-
interacting domains of DAAM exhibits an F-actin-bundling activity
in vitro and is also able to crosslink actin filaments with MTs. In the
concentration range where purified CDAAM is able to co-align F-
actin and MTs, neither FH1-FH2 nor DAD-CT possesses these
activities. This suggests a synergic action of these regions, for which
the polymer-binding ability of the FH2 domain seems to be
substantial. On the basis of these in vitro data the question arises
which of these activities are relevant in vivo and, particularly, in
growth cones.With regard to actin bundling, although not distributed
uniformly, DAAM is detected along the filopodial actin bundles,
which would be consistent with it having a role in filament bundling.
Whereas the majority of DAAM associates either with actin
filaments or with MTs, it is remarkable that a high amount of
DAAM is colocalized with actin and MTs in growth cones, possibly
indicating a role in crosslinking or co-alignment of actin andMTs. To
further support this, the effect of DAAM on MT dynamics and
organization can also be explained by the assumption that, in the
Fig. 6. DAAM stabilizes MTs in vivo and in vitro. (A-B′) Images show axonal MT bundles of DMSO-treated (A,B) or nocodazole-treated (A′,B′) control
(white1118) and DAAMmat/zyg primary neurons (12 HIV). Arrows point to gaps along axonal MT bundles. (C) Quantification of the number of breaks along the MT
bundles of control (DMSO treated: 1±0.2, mean±s.e.m., n=213; nocodazole treated: 6.7±0.8, mean±s.e.m., n=206) and DAAMmat/zyg primary (DMSO treated:
2.3±0.4, mean±s.e.m., n=157; nocodazole treated: 12±1.3, mean±s.e.m., n=137) neurons, measured in three independent experiments. (D,E) Densitometric
analysis of SDS-PAGE (D) show that the amount of tubulin in the pellet is higher in samples with GST::FH1FH2 (E) after cold-induced depolymerization
as compared to controls (mean±s.d., n=3, **P<0.01; n.s., not significant).
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absence of DAAM, the two cytoskeletal systems are disconnected
from each other.
Organization of the actin and MT cytoskeleton is intimately
linked in most cellular processes examined to date. Therefore,
perturbation of one of the two systems is likely to indirectly affect
the other one as well. It follows that actin regulators, such as
formins, might be able to affect cellular MT organization by indirect
mechanisms in addition to or instead of direct effects. This has, so
far, been an often ignored, yet critical question when studying the
role of formins in MT regulation. We attempted to address this issue
by comparing the effect of the actin-depolymerizing drug
latrunculin A with the lack of DAAM in primary neurons. Upon
latrunculin A treatment, we found accelerated growth of MTs in the
growth cone, which was very similar to what is observed in the
absence of DAAM. However, we also noticed that latrunculin A
treatment induced the formation of long filopodia-like protrusions
that had not been detected previously in DAAM mutant cells. Thus,
it appears that partial depolymerization of the neuronal actin
cytoskeleton has an effect on MT dynamics that is comparable, yet
not identical, to the loss of formin function, suggesting that an
indirect effect cannot be excluded. Nevertheless, a number of
observations argue against the idea that the effect of DAAM on MT
organization within growth cones and dynamics would be
exclusively or mainly indirect. First, DAAM is often colocalized
with MTs and it clearly has the ability to bind to MTs. Second,
DAAM is able to associate with MTs even when its actin binding is
compromised. Third, the loss of DAAM strongly reduces the
retrograde MT translocation frequency but only weakly affects the
retrograde actin flow. These results, together with that of the actin/
MT crosslinking activity detected in vitro and the DAAM/actin/MT
triple colocalization observed in growth cones, strongly suggest that
the main function of DAAM is related to the coordination of actin
and MT dynamics.
One intriguing characteristic of the interaction between DAAM
and microtubules is the ability of DAAM to bind MTs directly as
well as to associate with MTs through +TIPs. The main MT-related
Fig. 7. F-actin and microtubule co-alignment mediated by DAAM. (A-C) Representative Coomassie Blue-stained SDS-PAGE from low-speed centrifugation
experiments showing the amount of MTs and F-actin in the supernatants (S) and in the pellets (P) in the absence or presence of either GST::CDAAM or
FH1-FH2, as indicated. (D-F) Representative fluorescence micrographs of F-actin (cyan) and MTs (red) in the absence or presence of GST::CDAAM and
GST::FH1FH2, as indicated. Yellow regions on the merged images highlight the overlapping F-actin and MT regions. Binary images show the overlapping
polymer area. (G,H) Ratio of the co-aligned F-actin and MT areas in the absence or presence of GST::CDAAM or GST::FH1FH2 (average of three to four
independent experiments is shown).
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effects of DAAM, such as MT stabilization and actin−MT
crosslinking can, potentially, be explained by direct MT binding,
which would, consequently, impact on MT dynamics. In addition,
DAAM, bound to MTs, might interact with other microtubule-
associated proteins, which would offer further regulatory
possibilities. However, +TIP binding is equally exciting,
particularly in light of recently discussed models of growth cone
advance (Bearce et al., 2015; Cammarata et al., 2016), and because
of data that reveal how MT plus-ends trigger formin-dependent
rapid actin assembly in vitro and in motile cells (Henty-Ridilla et al.,
2016; Jaiswal et al., 2013b; Okada et al., 2010). While in the classic
models of growth cone guidance actin dynamics is credited as the
Fig. 8. DAAM colocalizes with overlapping F-actin and microtubules. (A-D) Representative growth cone showing DAAM puncta on overlapping F-actin
andMTs (white rectangle). (B) Outline of the growth cone indicated by yellow dotted line. (C) Microtubules (red) and microtubules overlapping with actin filaments
(gray). Inlet shows DAAM puncta (magenta) localized on overlapping F-actin and microtubules. (D) Scatterplots show the protein-protein proximity index
measured between DAAM and the overlapping F-actin and microtubules. Gray dots represent values measured on individual cells (0.22±0.1, mean±s.d., n=40).
Black dots represent the median of the independent experiments with their median. (E) Schematic model of the growth cone cytoskeleton. (F,G) Localization
and proposed functions of DAAM in growth cones on the basis of previous studies and this current study: (1) actin barbed-end binding, actin assembly,
(2) F-actin bundling, (3) MT side binding (stabilization), (4) EB1 binding, (5) F-actin and MT coalignment. Our results suggests that the key function of DAAM is
to facilitate/boost the formation of new actin filaments at the MT plus-ends through interactions with EB1.
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main driving force of motility and as the primary target of guidance
signaling, subsequent studies suggest that the peripheral pioneer
MTs also act as guidance sensors, leading to the hypothesis that the
closely coupled regulation of actin and MT dynamics is at the heart
of guidance signaling (Bearce et al., 2015; Cammarata et al., 2016;
Coles and Bradke, 2015). Meanwhile, +TIPs − many of which are
able to interact with both F-actin and MTs − were shown to act as
signal transducers during growth cone guidance, and they emerged
as key regulators of actin/MT coordination downstream of axon
guidance signaling. In parallel to this, it was established that some
+TIPs collaborate with the formin mDia1, which enables MT
plus-ends to govern localized actin assembly in vitro and in
fibroblast cells (Henty-Ridilla et al., 2016; Jaiswal et al., 2013b;
Okada et al., 2010), and that the interaction of CLIP170 with
an unknown formin is important for dendritic arbor formation in
primary neurons (Henty-Ridilla et al., 2016). Given that DAAM is
present at MT plus-ends and it associates with EB1 in Drosophila
S2 cells, we propose that DAAM is a strong candidate to promote
actin assembly in concert with +TIPs. Thus, our data reinforce the
importance of a formin/+TIP module as a general mechanism to link
actin and MT dynamics and, most importantly, we provide the first
in vivo evidence of such a mechanism in axonal growth cones.
In addition to the potential to promote actin polymerization at MT
plus-ends, we found that DAAM retains an MT-stabilizing activity
both in vitro and in primary neurons, and the FH2 domain seems
sufficient for MT stabilization. This is similar for several other
formins and, therefore, it might be a shared feature of this protein
family. Although the physiological importance of formin-mediated
MT stabilization in the context of neuronal growth remains largely
unknown, DAAM clearly appears to possess multiple capabilities to
influence the cytoskeleton due to its actin nucleation and elongation,
MT stabilization, MT plus-end-binding and actin-MT crosslinking
activities. Strikingly, perhaps with the exception of actin assembly,
many other +TIPs exhibit related biochemical properties. On the
basis of this we propose that the unique or key function of DAAM in
orchestrating the growth cone cytoskeleton is to facilitate the
formation of new actin filaments at the plus-ends of pioneer MTs
(Fig. 8E-G). We think that this step is controlled by the navigation
cues that also coordinate a multitude of cytoskeletal responses,
including other transient actin-MT interactions, through other actin-
and/or MT-binding proteins, such as +TIPs, to guide axons in a
complex cellular environment. Whether DAAM is an essential
factor in all neurons or whether formins are − in this context −
redundant, awaits future elucidations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fly stocks and genetics
For mutant analysis DAAMEx1 or DAAMEx1;elav-Gal4,UAS-EB1::GFP and
DAAMEx68,Ubi::GFP/YDp(1;Y)Sz280 Drosophila lines were crossed as
described previously (Matusek et al., 2008). In addition, we used the
following stocks:w1118,w;elav-Gal4, w;UAS-DADm-DAAM::GFP (Matusek
et al., 2008), w; UAS-CDAAM, Jupiter::GFP (Karpova et al., 2006), w;elav-
Gal4,UAS-EB1::GFP and UAS-Actin5C::GFP (Röper et al., 2005).
Molecular biology and antibody production
For Drosophila S2 cell expression of ΔDAD-DAAM we used a pAWF-
ΔDAD-DAAM destination clone created by standard methods. For bacterial
protein expression the DAD, DAD-CT and FH1FH2I732A constructs were
generated in the pGex2T vector by using standard cloning and in vitro
mutagenesis methods. The DAD-CTR-A mutant construct was created by
gene synthesis (Sangon Biotech), and then cloned into pGex2T (Fig. S2F).
Primers are listed in Table S1.
The DAAMantibody (Rb#4938) was generated in rabbit after immunization
with purified FH1FH2 produced in bacteria. The sera were collected, and the
IgG fractionwas purified on ProteinG agarose beads. Specificity of the antibody
was confirmed by western blot analysis (Fig. S3G).
Cell cultures and immunohistochemistry
Drosophila primary neuronal cells were obtained from stage 11 embryos as
published in Sanchez-Soriano et al. (2010). S2 cells were grown in
Schneider’s medium supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated FBS.
For transfection of S2 cells, 2×106 cells were seeded in 6-well plates and
then transfected with pAct5C-ΔDAD-DAAM::3xFlag construct using
Effectene transfection reagent (Qiagen).
Cultured neurons were fixed at 6 hours in vitro (HIV) and stained as
described inMatuseket al. (2008). The followingprimaryantibodieswereused:
mouse anti-α-tubulin (1:1000, Sigma), rabbit anti-dDAAM (1:1000, Matusek
et al., 2006), chicken anti-GFP (1:1000, Abcam). Actin was labeled with either
Alexa-Fluor-488- or Alexa-Fluor-546-phalloidin (ThermoScientific).
For treatments with the microtubule-destabilizing drug nocodazole,
neurons were plated onto coverslips coated with 0.5 mg/ml concanavalin A
(Sigma) and kept at 22°C for 12 h. After 12 h, neurons were treated with
either nocodazole (100 μM; Sigma) or DMSO (both diluted in Schneider’s
medium) for 4 h at 22°C. Control primary neurons were derived from
white1118 embryos.
Co-immunoprecipitation and western blots
Co-immunoprecipitation was carried out as described previously (Gombos
et al., 2015). Lysates of transfected S2 cells were incubated with rabbit anti-
EB1 antiserum, then samples were incubated with protein-Amagnetic beads
(Bio-Rad). Eluted proteins were analyzed by western blot using a standard
procedure. Rabbit anti-EB1 (1:2000, gift from H. Ohkura), mouse anti-Flag
(1:1000, M2, Sigma-Aldrich), mouse anti-α-tubulin (1:10,000, DM1A,
Sigma-Aldrich), anti-rabbit IgG-HRP (1:10,000, Jackson) and anti-mouse
IgG-HRP (1:5000, Dako) were used for western blots.
Protein expression and purification
Drosophila DAAM constructs were expressed and purified as GST-tagged
proteins as described (Barko et al., 2010). Actin was purified from rabbit
skeletal muscle and labeled with Alexa-Fluor-568 carboxylic acid
succinimidyl ester (Alexa568NHS, Invitrogen) (Kellogg et al., 1988;
Spudich and Watt, 1971). Mg2+-ATP-actin filaments (F-actin) and
phalloidin-stabilized F-actin were prepared as described (Tóth et al.,
2016). Taxol-stabilized MTs were prepared from unmodified and/or HiLyte
Fluor™ 488-labeled tubulin (Cytoskeleton, Inc.).
MT−DAAM-binding assays
MT co-sedimentation
MTs were prepared from tubulin protein (Cytoskeleton, Inc.) following the
vendor’s instructions. Purified GST-tagged (4 µM) or GST-tagged dDAAM
(0.25-4 µM) fragments were incubated with taxol-stabilized MTs (0.5 µM)
for 30 min at room temperature in MT-binding buffer (MBB;10 mM
HEPES pH 7.0, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM DTT, 20 µM taxol,
0.5 mM Thesit). Samples were centrifuged at 100,000 g for 25 min. The
pellets were washed in MBB then resuspended in SDS-PAGE sample
buffer. Proteins in the supernatants and pellets were resolved by SDS-PAGE
and stained by colloidal Coomassie Blue.
GST pull-down assay
GST- and GST-tagged DAAM fragments were expressed and purified from
a small-volume culture (2 ml) as described above. The proteins were not
eluted fromglutathionebeadsbut, instead,were incubatedwith pre-assembled
MTs (0.5 µM) for 30 min in MBB. Beads were washed in MBB then the
proteins were eluted and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and western blotting.
MT stability assay
The cold-induced depolymerization assay was carried out as described
(Bartolini et al., 2008). Tubulin was polymerized in the presence of 4 µM
GST::FH1FH2 or GST::FH1FH2 proteins. After polymerization, matching
aliquots of samples were centrifuged as described for MT co-sedimentation.
The remaining samples were incubated on ice, then centrifuged at 4°C. Proteins
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in the supernatants and pellets were resolved by Coomassie Blue-stained SDS-
PAGE and the gels were quantified by using densitometry (ImageJ).
MT/F-actin crosslinking assay
Since both CDAAM and FH1-FH2 induces F-actin bundles, which
sediment at very low speed, we adapted the sedimentation protocol used
by Elie et al. (2015) to test the ability of DAAM to interact simultaneously
with F-actin and MTs. Phalloidin-stabilized F-actin (2 µM) and/or taxol-
stabilized MTs (2 µM) were incubated with DAAM constructs (9 µM) in
Britton-Robinson buffer BRB-K (80 mM PIPES, pH 7.0, 2 mM MgCl2,
0.5 mMEGTA, 50 mMKCl) at room temperature for 40 min. Samples were
loaded onto a 30% sucrose cushion and centrifuged (4000 g, 10 min, 25°C).
Under these conditions individual polymers, as well as F-actin bundles do
not sediment, only larger filament complexes (MT bundles, MT-F-actin
copolymers) appear in the pellet (Elie et al., 2015). Pellets and supernatants
were analyzed by SDS-PAGE. In control experiments based on high-speed
centrifugation (100,000 g, 20 min, 25°C) both F-actin and MTs appeared in
the pellet, which confirms that both polymers exist under the applied
experimental conditions, and the lack of sedimentation of the polymers is
not due to depolymerization.
Microscopy and image analysis
Confocal images were captured either on a Zeiss Laser Scanning
Microscope (LSM) 880 or on an Olympus FV1000 LSM. Images were
restored using the Huygens Professional software (Scientific Volume
Imaging). To visualize the F-actin and MT structures induced by DAAM,
phalloidin-stabilized F-actin (0.4 µM containing 10% Alexa568NHS-
tagged actin) and taxol-stabilized MTs (0.4 µM containing 10% HiLyte
Fluor™ 488-tagged tubulin) were incubated with DAAM constructs (1 µM)
in BRB-K at room temperature for 30 min. Samples were diluted in BRB-
K* [BRB-K supplemented with 0.2% (w/v) methylcellulose, 0.5% (w/v)
BSA, 50 mM 1,4-diazabicyclo-[2,2,2]octane (DABCO) and 100 mM
DTT], applied onto poly-L-lysine-treated (Sigma Aldrich) coverslips and
visualized by TIRF microscopy (Olympus IX 81). Microtubule-F-actin
colocalization was quantified as described (Elie et al., 2015) (three to four
independent experiments at each condition, 18-22 images). For nocodazole
treatment in primary neurons, images were captured with a Nikon Eclipse
90i microscope equipped with a high-resolution CCD Camera (Retiga
3000). Images were processed using ImageJ software.
MT dynamics were analyzed from EB1::GFP time-lapse recordings
by using TrackMate (v3.3.0). To allow particle detection and faithful
tracking, the spatial and temporal resolution of the live recordings was set to
100 nm/voxel and 0.9 s/frame, respectively. Filopodial actin dynamics
measurements were performed on 7−9 HIV neurons expressing Actin5C::
GFP. Imaging of the neurons was performed in glass-bottomed Petri dishes
(MatTek corporation) in growth medium. Filopodia with recognizable
extension and retraction events were selected for further analysis.
Statistics and figures
Statistical analysis was carried out using Prism 5 (GraphPad Software Inc.).
The D’Agostino-Pearson omnibus test was used to assess the normality of
the data. Pairwise comparisons were made by using either Student’s t-test or
Mann–Whitney U-test according to the normality. ANOVA was used for
multiple comparisons; P<0.05 was considered as statistically significant.
Figures and drawings were created in Illustrator CS4 (Adobe).
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